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FOREWORD

Dear participants of international conference!

On behalf of staff and students of the branch of Russian economic university after G.V. Plekhanov in Tashkent allow me to greet all the participants of the international conference and express gratitude to the rector of Gunadarma University professor E. Margianti for participation in this event.

Representatives of Indonesia have been to the Branch many times. A large-scale "Uzbekistan-Indonesia" culture forum was organized and held at our university. Regular meetings with students of our university is an indicator of importance of such events in deepening and developing bilateral cooperation between Uzbekistan and Indonesia in various areas, in particular in education sphere. These aspects were the basic theme of negotiations with the Branch authorities during the visit of Ambassador of Indonesia in Uzbekistan. During his visit Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary Ambassador of Indonesia in Uzbekistan Mr. Mohamad Asruchin made a report on the issues of economy development of Indonesia for the students of the Branch. It is very important for the university to expand outlook of our students.

Meetings of such level, certainly, help to learn more about the country, its culture and history, and especially national economy. During the meeting students of Branch asked the Ambassador of Indonesia a lot of different questions on education system, opportunity of training in universities of the country, organization of joint seminars, symposiums and discussions of projects and programs representing mutual interest and student's exchange programs as well.

The delegation of Gunadarma University headed by the rector of university prof. E. Margianti visited the Branch several times. Gunadarma University specializes in the sphere of information technologies. There are 1300 teachers in the University. The university has partner programs with universities of the USA, France, England and etc. University consists of twelve departments in the capital city Djakarta and it takes the fifth place according to the rating in Indonesia. Gunadarma University was founded in 1981 and successfully functions in the sphere of education and scientific and research works. During the meetings there also signed Cooperation agreement between Gunadarma University and the Branch of REU after G.V. Plekhanov in Tashkent.

The given agreement provides bilateral cooperation between two universities in sphere of carrying out the research works which represent a mutual interest, short-term exchange of teachers and scientists for implementing scientific researches, consultations promoting scientific personnel education, organization of joint seminars, symposiums and discussions of projects and programs representing a mutual interest and students' exchange as well.

Within the limits of the given agreement the delegation of the Branch of Russian economic university after G.V. Plekhanov in Tashkent visited Indonesia in October, 2011 and took part in the work of Uzbek-Indonesian joint international conference organized by Gunadarma University. Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary Ambassador of Uzbekistan in Indonesia in Uzbekistan Mr. Shavkat Djamalov took part and made a report at the conference.

While visiting Indonesia we admire this country and its hospitable people every time. Gunadarma University and its staff impressed us greatly; it is a great honor for us to be partners of one of the largest and well-known universities of Indonesia.

In 2012 Russian economic university celebrated its 105 anniversary from the date of its foundation. During its activity the University trained more 150 thousand highly qualified specialists, about 2300 specialists are from Tashkent Branch in the Tashkent Branch. They work successfully in Russia, Uzbekistan and in the countries of the near and far abroad. Achieving high results in various spheres of activities, the graduates of the University rank the leading positions in politics and economy, business and science, continue renowned teaching traditions at the universities of Russia and abroad. We do our best for our students to do well in studying.

At the University training is conducted on 22 educational programs of higher professional education, three sets of programs of additional professional education. We have made contracts on students' exchange and cooperation on programs of double and triple diploma with the higher educational institutions of 17 countries of the far and near abroad. High level of education in our University is known far of Russia boundaries. For more than 105 years of its existence REU after G.V. Plekhanov has always been famous for its teaching staff. For the period of its functioning the Branch in Tashkent has steadily ranked the place on the market of educational services of the Republic of Uzbekistan. Hundreds of applicants annually compete for the right to study in our Branch.

On September, 21-22 In the Branch of Russian economic university after G.V. Plekhanov in Tashkent there conducted II Uzbek-Indonesian joint international conference Economics and Management Towards Nation Character Development jointly with Gunadarma University and with the support of Embassy of Indonesia in Uzbekistan. The collection of theses of participants' reports has been published on the basis of researches materials of leading and young scientists, who have perspective views on innovative development of national economy at the beginning of the conference. Conference, its total documents and recommendations become a practical basis of consolidation of our universities with the purpose of development of higher education.

I wish all the participants fruitful and constructive work.

Director of the Branch of "Russian Economic university after G.V. Plekhanov" in Tashkent,
Doctor of economic sciences, professor Kalandar Abdurakhmanov
FOREWORD

First of all, I am honourer and pleased to present my foreword for the Proceedings of "II Uzbek-Indonesian Joint International Conference on Economics and Management Towards Nation Character Development".

This conference was obviously became the culmination of the vision, dedication and the cooperation of Gunadarma University, Jakarta, Indonesia and Branch of Russian Economic University after G.V.Plekhanov in Tashkent, Uzbekistan. The conference is planned to be held alternately in Indonesia and Uzbekistan in the time series. The first conference of October 18-19, 2011 has been organized in Jakarta, Indonesia is the first event in this plan series. "II Uzbek-Indonesian Joint International Conference on Economics and Management Towards Nation Character Development" that will be held in Branch of Russian Economic University after G.V.Plekhanov in Tashkent, Uzbekistan on September 21-22, 2012 as the next steps of the collaboration and cooperation as well others occasion in the future, I believe will bring us to be closer in some aspects.

In the first conference has been presented 38 papers which cover a broad spectrum topics of economics and management towards nation character development. These papers captured the spirit of the Conference and reflect its major focus and objectives. The articles provide an overview of critical research issues reflecting on past achievements and future challenges, while for the second conference, Gunadarma University will send a full team delegation of Economic Faculty included Rector, and Vice Rector IV of Collaboration and Cooperation, Dean of Economic Faculty, Head of Department and Center as well Head of Departments and senior researchers from Diponegoro University, Semarang to convey the research articles and paper covering many aspects of insightful, inspirational messages, scholarly analysis of critical policy, programs issues of economics and management as well as experienced-based notes for practice, I believe that can provide a significant contribution to the development of knowledge in this interested area.

In this special occasion, I'd like to take this opportunity to expressed my gratitude and thanks to all people who made this first conference the success as it was. Firstly, allowed me to give my special appreciation and gratitude to leaders of Branch of Russian Economic University after G.V.Plekhanov in Tashkent, Uzbekistan in their trust to Gunadarma University in building cooperation for mutual benefit. I took this opportunity to make a balance situation of inviting Rector of Branch of Russian Economic University after G.V.Plekhanov in Tashkent, Uzbekistan, Prof Dr Abdurahmanov K. Kh to become Honorary Professor in Gunadarma University, Jakarta, Indonesia as well I was in Branch of Russian Economic University after G.V.Plekhanov in Tashkent.

I encourage the continuation and development of cooperation programs and services which serve to strengthen economics and management in both countries and the relationships between Branch of Russian Economic University after G.V.Plekhanov in Tashkent, Uzbekistan and Gunadarma University, Jakarta, Indonesia.

In this occasion, please allowed me also to express my appreciation and gratitude to all of the organizing team including scientific committee, program chairs, session chairs, and others, for their commitment, effort and dedication in undertaking their own task to bring the success of this conference.

Finally, I owe our gratitude to all the conference participants for their contributions to the intellectual discourse during the conference and for the overall success of it. The conference would not have been successful without the support and active contribution from all participants.

As closing remarks, Let's say thanks to the Lord Almighty God for all His blessing on us.

Prof. Dr. E.S. Margianti, S.E. MM
Rector of Gunadarma University
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Appendix 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spiritual Variable</th>
<th>Pearson correlation</th>
<th>Cronbach Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item 1</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 2</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 3</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 4</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 5</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 6</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 7</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 8</td>
<td>0.436</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 9</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 10</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 11</td>
<td>0.398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 12</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 13</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 14</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 15</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 16</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 17</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 18</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 19</td>
<td>0.415</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 20</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0.836
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Abstract
The objective of this study is to describe some aspects of American values and their influence in building America as a great nation. The other problem is about the need of deconstruction to limit the hegemony of ‘Americanization project’ to other countries. The finding shows that America was established by, to mention some, spirit of individualism, equality, democracy, materialism, freedom and competition. Claimed as a champion of democracy America would offer its culture as a universal standard used for other countries. This is not without a problem. This policy would get acceptance and resistance from other countries. Critical thinking is needed to know the good and the bad aspects of American culture.
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Introduction
The culture of American is complex. It would be an impossible to explain thoroughly from all its aspects. We will be concerned primarily with the American values and its cultural pattern. To introduce this paper we would like to quote Henry Parkes’s statement below:

“The culture of the United States has been the product of two main factors: of the impulses and aspirations that cause men and women to leave their European homes and cross the Atlantics; and of the influences of the American natural environment. As a result of these factors the Americans have acquired, not only certain characteristic political ideals and beliefs, but also a distinctive view of life and code of values” (Hsu, p. 141).

From the two main factors mentioned by Parkes, we will elaborate them in this paper firstly by giving the definition and meaning of values then discussing the American values and its patterns of culture.

There are several definition of values. Rokeach states that values as a learned organization of rules for making choices and for resolving conflicts. As Nanda and Werms mention: "Values are shared ideas about what is true, right, and beautiful that underlie cultural patterns and guide society in response to the physical and social environment” (Samovar & Porter 200i, p. 57).

Values can be classified from the importance of values. A value system represents what is expected or hoped for, required or forbidden. It is not a report of actual conduct but is the system of criteria by which conduct is judged and
sanctioned applied. Primary values: what is worth the sacrifice of human life. For examples: democracy and the protection of oneself and close family. (most important) Secondary values: The relief of the pain and suffering of others, the securing of material possession. (more important) Tertiary values: What we strive to carry out the values which are not as profound or consequential as primary values and secondary values like hospitality to guests and cleanliness.

To be more specific, values are closely related to cultural values. Cultural values are values which tend to permeate a culture. These values are derived from the larger philosophical issues that are part of a culture's milieu (Samovar & Porter 2001, p. 57). They are transmitted by a variety of sources (family, media, school, organized religions, state, corporation, capitals, politics, etc.) and therefore tend to be broad based, enduring, and relatively stable. Cultural values generally are normative and evaluative in that they inform a member of a culture what is good and bad, and right and wrong. Cultural values define what is worthwhile to die for, what is worth protecting, what frightens people, and what are proper subjects to study and which derive ridicule.

Values play an important role in a culture of society (Liliweri 2007, p. 50). The importance of these cultural values guide both perception and communication. That is, your values get translated into action. An understanding of cultural values helps you appreciate the behaviour of other people. The awareness of cultural values also helps you understand your own behaviour.

Cultural values can be found in cultural patterns (Samovar & Porter 2001, p. 58). In this pattern people and cultures are extremely complex and consist of numerous interconnected cultural orientations beside beliefs, attitudes, and values. The cultural patterns refer to both the conditions that contribute to the way in which people perceive and think about the world, and the manner in which they live in that world. These beliefs and values give characterization of Western civilization, comprising part of the European legacy to America (Boyd & Worcester 1968, p. 27).

The cultural patterns in America can be mentioned here that people are more than their culture. American share a great many values, beliefs, and communication patterns, variations in region can affect perception and communication. However, American culture has the strongest influence on American communication behavior. Because all of American experiences take place within a cultural context. Cultural patterns are points on continuum (people everywhere possess the same values to different degree). Cultural patterns are interrelated (The patterns are interrelated with a host of other values and do not operate in isolation. For example, a pattern that stresses a spiritual life over materialism also directs values toward age, status, social relationships, greeting behavior, the use of time, and the like). Heterogeneity influences cultural patterns. (Any attempt to delineate a national culture or typical cultural patterns for any culture is extremely hazardous because of the heterogeneity of many societies. It becomes dominant culture in each country. There are numerous cultural patterns in each culture. (For example, there are literally hundreds of cultural patterns found in every culture. In the U.S the powerful pattern of individuality influences the way in which we perceive such things as status (cultural patterns change). For example, the women's movement for example has greatly altered social organizations and some value systems in the United States. With more women now getting college degrees than men we can see how the workplace and classrooms have changed in the U.S during the last 20 years. Leadership, nonverbal communication, speaking, competition, and assertiveness are kinds of cultural change. Cultural patterns change, for example, the women's movement for example has greatly altered social organizations and some value systems in the United States. With more women now getting college degrees than men we can see how the workplace and classrooms have changed in the U.S during the last 20 years.

What is American People?

A definition of American man is stated by Crevieceour:

"What then is the American, this new man? He is either an European or the descendant of an European, hence that strange mixture of blood which you will find no other country... He is an American who, leaving behind him all his ancient prejudices and manners, receives new ones from the new mode of life he has embraced, the new government he obeys, and the new rank he holds. He becomes an American by being received in the broad lap of our great Alma Mater. Here individuals of all nations are melted into a new race of man whose labours and posterity will one day cause great changes in the world." (Budianta 2000, p. 75).

Dominant American Cultural Patterns

1. Individualism. Each individualism is unique, special, completely different from all other individuals. (John Locke)-the interests of individual are or ought to be paramount and that all values, rights, and duties originate in individuals. the cornerstone of American culture. The sense of individualism and a tradition of individual rights and liberties is unique among civilized societies. There are many quotes that shows individualism. For examples: God helps those who help themselves. (Benjamin Franklin) The American system was based on rugged individualism. (Herbert Hoover) Pull yourself up by your own bootstraps. (Personal initiative) Do your own things. (Independence) The squeaky wheel gets the grease. (Individual expression) A man's home is his castle (privacy) You make your bed, now lie in it (individual responsibility). Anybody who is any good is different than anybody else (individual achievement, sovereignty, and freedom are the virtues most glorified and canonized). American role models are portrayed as independent agents who accomplish their goals with little or no assistance.

2. Equality. Equality in America believe that all people have a right to succeed in life and that the state, through laws and educational opportunities, should ensure that right. However, there are some criticism on this cultural pattern. Many people in the U.S still evaluate others according to their sex, race, ethnicity, and social class. (Macionis) Although we describe ourselves as a nation of equals, there is little doubt that some of us rank as more equal than others (Macionis in Samevar & Porter 2001, p. 62). Ethel and Martin Tursky describe the meaning of equality inspired from Declaration of Independence of America as the following:

'All men are created equal' says the Declaration of Independence. This statement does not mean that all human beings are equal in ability or ambition. It means, instead, that all people should be treated equally before the law and given
equal privileges and opportunities, insofar as government can control these. In practice, this ideal often does not work perfectly. There have always been those who would deny the rights of others for their own self-interest. There are times when the American people need to be reminded that any denial of basic rights is a weakening of the total system. However, equal treatment and equal opportunity for all are ideals toward which American society is moving ever closer" (Ethel and Turksky 1975, p. 5).

3. Materialism. For most American, materialism has always been an integral part of life. Americans consider it almost a right to be materially well off and physically comfortable (Stewart and Bennet) American even judge other people by their material possessions. In the American metaphysic, reality is always material reality (Lionel Trilling-Philosopher). The person who dies with the most toys wins (A popular bumper sticker). As Ethel and Thursky (1975, p. 12) describe:

"Because of their tremendous expenditure for goods and services, Americans are often accused of being materialistic, of valuing above all else money and the comforts and pleasures that money can buy."

4. Science and Technology. The American respect for science is based on the assumptions that reality can be rationally ordered by humans and that such an ordering, using the scientific method, allows people to predict and control of life. Very broadly, this emphasis on science reflects the values of the rationalistic-individualistic tradition that is so deeply embedded in Western civilization. In modern civilization depends on science (inscription on National Museum of American History).

5. Progress and Change. Americans have always placed great importance on progress and change. Beliefs and attitudes in progress and change produce certain mindset and a wide range of behavior patterns. Various aspects of this orientation are optimism, receptivity to change, emphasis on the future rather than the past or present, faith in an ability to control all phases of life, and confidence in the perceptual ability of the common person. Belief in progress fosters not only the acceptance of change, but also the conviction, true or false that changes tend to a definite direction and that the direction is good. Each new generation in the U.S wants its opportunity to be part of that change.

6. Work and pleasure. American value work. Work is desired desirable expenditure of energy, a means of controlling and expressing strong affective states, and an avenue to recognition, money and power.

7. Competition. Competition is part of an American's life from early childhood on. People are ranked, graded, classified, and evaluated so that everyone will know if they are "the best". In sports and at work, Americans are told the importance of being number one.

American Values, Their Influences and Deconstruction

The shifting paradigm which is always changing from one to other shows that heterogeneity of American society becomes an urgent fact: Melting pot - Salad Bowl - Multiculturalism. It is different to Indonesia, cultural basic of America is colony culture. Indonesia could free totally from culture and language of Dutch colonialist, but English colony in America could not free from their culture and language. The uniqueness of American identity was searched, for example from literature, by combining the values of their origins with various characters taken from interaction to nature and a new social environment. The unique identity rises multicultural consciousness (multiculturalism) to manage pluralistic and heterogeneity of ethnicity and origins. Multiculturalism becomes a new paradigm which changed melting pot and salad bowl paradigms. This consciousness is strengthened by the power of capital, science and technology and democracy. Then, capitalism becomes central for American to build their industrialization and modernization.

For American government the decline of socialism of Soviet Union was an entry point to expand their ideology of capitalism to all over the world. Globalization, then, is an access used to spread capitalism and also democracy. This is the time America hegemonizes other countries by offering aids (see IMF: International Monetary Fund) and investments in economic sectors to develop countries, like Indonesia. In the words of Thomas L. Friedman, America is building a network which is called a 'kingdom' of McDonald's country in the world. The existence of franchise or channel of McDonald, Kentucky Fried Chicken, California Fried Chicken, etc. prove the truth of Friedman's critique. Here, a cultural politic is used by America, take a term from Antonio Gramsci, as a form of hegemony. The hegemony of American culture through creating consumer society makes capitalism destructed. Society tend to be addictive and consumptive as Fredric Jameson said in Postmodernity or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (1991) that culture has lost its autonomy because it is destructed by late capitalism (Putranto, p.188).

The same critique was also done by Edward Said by researching American literature to find out American (and also British) propaganda toward other countries, especially developing countries or the third world countries. Edward W. Said (1993) in Culture and Imperialism (Kebudayaan dan Kekuasaan: Membongkar Mitos Hegemoni Barat) (Mizan, Bandung, 1996) tried to deconstruct the hegemony of America to other countries. Double standard politic, by using tendentious propaganda media, to some Middle East and African countries, such as in Palestine, Iraq, Libya, and Egypt are some examples of political and economical interests of America government in the name of democracy (Said 1992, p. 202). Together with globalization America, in this context, also bring negative impacts to other countries by the presence of pop culture which is manifested in the form of mass culture. Here banality of culture is celebrated massively to potential young generations (Piliang 2004). Some genuine efforts must be done to limit the hegemony of Americanization through fostering critical public sphere to educate people based on multicultural consciousness. Other effort is through dialogues among civilizations of the world to understand each other.

Conclusion

Dominant American culture values and cultural patterns cover the mixture of individualism, equality, materialism, science and technology, work and pleasure, and competition. The values have positive and negative impacts on the
industrialization and modernization development of America and other countries, especially in the view of global capitalism and hegemony of America and its own interest.

By learning American values and cultural patterns with their impacts the writers remind that we must be careful because every country has its own agenda in international relationship. Indonesian people must be aware of this situation and condition and Indonesian decision makers like government, and House of Representatives and even Indonesian people broadly must have deep knowledge and understanding about other countries’ culture, including American culture, before they cooperate and communicate with other countries. They should be able to filter in order to secure their national interests like national culture values and identity.
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Abstract
The strength of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) is still relying on the local market, though they have given significant contributions to the Indonesian economy. This is due to the fact that they have not utilized global market. This can be seen from export-market share of SMEs which is still low (15.91%). One of the constraints of SMEs in accessing global market is most of the marketing staffs of SMEs have not mastered the basic-communication skills in a foreign language (English). Therefore, they find difficulties in communication to other people from other countries and this will cause some opportunities to open new market cannot be gained.

This paper is a preliminary study for field research that will be conducted in early September 2012. This study will produce a simple guide on basic-communication skills for the purposes of marketing activities of SMEs particularly in improving access to global markets. By mastering the basic-communication skills in opening new channels to overseas market, it is expected that the export performance of SMEs will be increased and their role for national economy will be more significant.

Keywords: Basic-communication skills in foreign language, SMEs, global market access

A. Introduction
The role of small and medium scale enterprises (SMEs) in Indonesia's economy is always greater than the role of large-scale businesses. Until 2010, the contributions of SMEs in Indonesia's national income amounted to 57.12%, while large-scale business contributed only 42.88%. Similarly, in terms of employment, SMEs are able to absorb much more labor than large-scale businesses. Until 2010, the labor force that is able to be absorbed by the SMEs is almost by 99.5 million or 97.22% of total employment. However, the role or contribution is still derived from domestic economic activity in Indonesia.

Until now, the value of commodity exports from small-scale enterprises is still very low from the total value of Indonesia's exports. Figure 1 shows that, by 2010, the contribution of exports from micro, small and medium enterprises is still very small 15.91% (16%) of the total national exports. The low value of exports or foreign economic activity of SMEs is due to several factors, such as: the lack of product diversification, the unqualified commodities, export administrative constraints, the lack of mastery of a foreign language as communication media to enter the global market. Therefore, some efforts should be made to the resolution of these issues so that SMEs does not only contribute positively to the local economy, but also participate in the global market. This is due to the fact that the potential export products of SMEs is very large (Refinaldy, 2004).

This paper is intended to give solution to the one of the obstacles faced by SMEs in accessing export markets or global market, through increasing the mastery of the basic-communication skills in foreign languages, particularly in English, such as: offering products orally and in writing, receiving orders orally and by mail, and other basic language skills.

![Fig. 1. National Export Market Share, 2010](image)
Sources: Ministry of Cooperatives and SMEs in Indonesia, 2011